


INT. CESSNA CABIN - DAY7 7

Luca’s arms sweat as the aircraft BOUNCES and he wrestles 
with the control yoke.

The cabin is illuminated by a shaft of bright light, and 
plunged back into semi-darkness.

LUCA (V.O.)
We are almost down to the ground.

Alison pushes forward on the control yoke and checks the 
instruments.

Brooke grasps his arm.

BROOKE
What the fuck are you gonna do?

Luca glances at the instrument panel and shakes his head.

LUCA (V.O.)
An old flight instructor taught me 
a trick, that just might work.

Luca turns towards Brooke.

LUCA (V.O.)
But it’s dangerous and illegal.

Brooke points briefly to the front of the aircraft, where a 
cliff face approaches.

BROOKE (V.O.)
We’re gonna crash into that!

The cabin turns dark.

Brooke looks out of her window as dappled sunlight floods the 
cabin and rain PELTS the windscreen.

BROOKE (V.O.)
Please get me out of this!

Sunlight floods that cabin, as Brooke stares at the 
approaching mountain.

Luca holds the wheel lightly to steady the BOUNCING aircraft. 

Brooke looks at Luca’s sweaty face, as his steady hands hold 
the yoke.

BROOKE (V.O.)
Go on!



Luca looks at Brook’s tortured face and at his instruments.

BROOKE (V.O.)
(petrified)

Just do it!

Luca FLICKSa switch.

BROOKE (V.O.)
(points ahead)

The mountain!

LUCA (V.O.)
Hang on!

Luca pushes the throttle forward and pulls back on the yoke 
and twists it.

Brooke falls across her seat and watches Luca’s legs STAB at 
the rudder pedals.

The cabin turns pitch black.
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The cabin fills with dim light, as an angled green field 
fills the windscreen.

Brock watches Luca twist on the control yoke and PULL it 
back.

The green field disappears and heavy clouds dominate the view 
in front.

A loud CRASH sounds from the rear of the aircraft and it 
starts to SHAKE.

Brooke begins to turn but stops, as the front of the aircraft 
THUDS down and the green field fills the windscreen.

Luca fights the yoke as wet grass and a cow flash past his 
side window.

The windscreen is covered by rain and grass as the sound of 
WRENCHING METAL fills the cabin.

The aircraft spins sideways as Brooke struggles to sit up.

She glances from her side window as a tall hedge grows larger 
till it fills her window.

With a CRASH, the front of the aircraft slides into the 
hedge.
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